
TOYOTA TRAILS

In my last column, I wrote, “In the next few columns, I have more 
 to share from my personal and professional experience with the 
 TLCA that, as a member of the TLCA, I think would be good for 

you to hear.”

The greatest thing about the TLCA is the people of the TLCA.

In 2012, as a function of organizational re-evaluation, it was deter-
mined that the BlueRibbon Coalition needed to meet with as many 
of the members and member clubs as it could. The point was, after 
twenty-five years of existence, things were different than when it 
first organized and the leadership of the BRC agreed that it was 
important to hear directly from its members before making impor-
tant decisions for the next twenty-five years. A survey wouldn’t do 
because there is no substitute for the face-to-face meeting and—as 
then Executive Director of the organization—the task fell to me to get 
it done.

Since BRC is a national organization with members in all fifty states, 
I decided the most expedient and economical way to get it done 
was to announce the initiative, start making appointments and then 
straddle my motorcycle to set about getting to those meetings. It even-
tually turned into a bit of an adventure that lasted four months and in 
which I travelled well over 18,000 miles, spanning over forty states 
and meeting with literally thousands of people along the way. 

Logistically, it was no small challenge but never did I worry—and 
I certainly didn’t need a SAG wagon and support crew. From the 
very first announcement and with every subsequent update of where 

along the way I was headed next, I got a flood of emails from good 
folks around the country offering their help, their hospitality and their 
companionship. Longtime members of the TLCA will not be surprised 
to hear the goodly number of those offers were from—you guessed 
it—members of the TLCA. 

That may not seem like much at first glance but being alone on the 
grind and often in unfamiliar territory, it was very reassuring to me. I 
had the opportunity to meet and eat with TLCA people. People from 
the TLCA opened their homes for me to stay with them. A few even 
straddled their own motorcycles to come out and ride with me for a 
few miles along the way. To me, it seemed I was never more than 
one hundred miles and a few hours from their help if I needed it.

My only regret was that I couldn’t take everyone up on their offer. 
It is true that I had already met some of these folks but many who 
offered had never met me. Those I had met previously, I had gotten 
to know at a TLCA event at some point or another. 

And that is the point. Being part of the TLCA is about the vehicles 
(and I do love my Land Cruiser). It’s also all about responsible use of 
public and private lands but perhaps most importantly, it is about the 
people of the TLCA. 

Feel free to email me with your own value added experience as part 
of the TLCA. Greg Mumm, now at large, gregmumm@gmail.com. 
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